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AMS Marine Surveyor - Anthony Gates

T he purchase of  a boat i s  l ike ly  to be one of  the largest  
inves tments you ever make af ter  the purchase of  a proper ty.
To ensure you spend your hard earned money wisely  you are
l ike ly  to need the serv ices of  a mar ine surveyor before you 
actual ly  make that  purchase. So what do you know about the
serv ices a marine surveyor provides? How do you choose the
r ight  surveyor? How much wi l l  they charge? Answers to these 
quest ions and more can be found below:

What is the role of a Marine Surveyor?
A marine surveyor is  a fact f inder h i red to go over a boat wi th a f ine- tooth comb, f ind 
out  what ’s  shipshape and what ’s  not ,  and through careful  inspect ion help the c l ient  
make an informed decis ion about any potent ia l  inves tment in the boat.

What is the most important attribute a good marine surveyor should 
possess?
A surveyor should be an unprejudiced th i rd par ty  par t ic ipant  who does not  get  involved
in emot ional  or pol i t ical  i ssues.  Their  pr imary job is  to comment on technical  facts  only.
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What surveying services do AMS provide?
Andaman Maritime Services (AMS) provide a full range of surveying
services to include:

Marine Consultancy:  Drawing on years of experience, AMS offers 
expert advice to help determine which boat is right for you.

General Condition Assessment (GCA): Don’t dive into buying a 
boat before talking to us first. We can provide an independent 
“Walk through” assessment to establish the true condition of a vessel 
“Through a Marine Surveyor’s eyes”, prior to you making an offer and 
signing a contract to purchase it.

Pre-purchase Survey: Our certified surveyor will examine the vessel in
detail to identify any deficiencies. You can then make an informed 
decision about the purchase and/or price.

Non-destructive Testing: With the use of specialized tooling AMS 
conducts FRP Moisture Detection, Ultrasonic Thickness Testing and 
Galvanic/Stray Current checks.

Specialty Inspections: AMS has qualified engineers & technicians on 
call to conduct specialised inspection and testing of specific on board 
systems to include rigging, mechanical and electrical systems.

Follow up Survey: We can make certain that work agreed to in the 
sales contract has been completed to a satisfactory level.

Insurance Survey: Required by insurance companies to gain and 
maintain vessel insurance.

Valuation Appraisal: Need to know the value of a vessel? 
Have AMS conduct a valuation appraisal in order to establish the 
vessel’s fair market value.

Whether you are: Buying a new boat; buying a used boat; already a boat owner, or a super yacht captain, 
Andaman Marine Surveyors have the services you need.

For more information on services provided email anthony@ams-sea.com or visit www.ams-sea.com 
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How is a Pre-purchase Survey conducted?
Ideally a Pre-purchase Survey includes an in-water inspection, sea trial 
and a haulout inspection to survey underwater hull surfaces, steering 
and drive gear.

What is the scope of a Pre-purchase Survey?
During a standard Pre-purchase or Insurance (condition) Survey 
the following will be inspected and the condition reported on:
• Hull, deck & superstructure
• Interior
• Electronics & navigation aids
• Electrical systems
• Propulsion systems
• Steering systems
• Tankage & plumbing
• Spars, rigging & sails (inspected from deck level)
• Anchoring equipment
• Safety and firefighting equipment
• Auxiliary equipment

How long does it take to complete a Pre-purchase Survey?
It really depends on the size, type and complexity of the vessel. On average a Pre-purchase Survey of a 12
meter monohull including survey inspection, sea trial and report writing would take approximately 28 hours 
to complete. 

What’s included in the Survey Report?
Our reports with embedded photographs vary in length from 30 to 60 pages and describe the construction 
and condition of the vessel, its components and systems at the time of inspection.

Can the Pre-purchase Survey Report be used for Insurance
purposes? 
An AMS Pre-purchase Survey Report is more than adequate for 
Insurance purposes.

What does a Pre-purchase Survey cost?
The price of a survey varies depending on the vessel’s Length overall 
(LOA) and whether it is a mono or multihull. 
Contact anthony@ams-sea.com for a competitive quotation. 

As the client how can I get the most out of a Pre-purchase 
Survey?
Let the surveyor know about any deficiency that would absolutely 
disqualify the boat in your mind and advise of any special requirements 
so that the surveyor can check these items first.
We also welcome clients to be present during the survey inspection and 
if so I will discuss our findings with them as the survey progresses. 
The survey inspection might be the best and only introduction you get 
to the vessel and its systems.
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How should a vessel be prepared for a survey and sea trial?
A Pre-purchase Survey is an in depth examination of a yacht. Adequate preparation of the vessel for survey 
will reduce the possible number of items identified in a Pre-purchase Survey. This will assist the sales process 
and may prevent delays in closing the sale. With this in mind AMS have prepared a checklist on how the 
vessel should be prepared for survey & sea trial. The checklist is available for download at www.ams-sea.com

How do I choose a Marine Surveyor?
This can be a difficult job as the industry is largely unregulated which means anyone can set up business and 
call themselves a marine surveyor. 

Yacht brokers may provide buyers with a list of local surveyors but they should maintain impartiality as to who 
you select to ensure that the surveyor is totally independent and there is no conflict of interest.

Things to consider when choosing a surveyor:
• Do they hold a qualification such as a Diploma in Marine Surveying?
• Are they a member of a professional association and therefore governed to abide by the association’s 
 codes of ethics and rules of practice?
• Do they maintain full Marine Professional Indemnity & Liability Cover?
• Are their surveys accepted by insurance companies and financial institutions?
• Do they have the skills; competency and knowledge in surveying the type of craft you require surveying?
• Are you welcome to attend the survey and learn more about the boat?

How long have you worked in the marine industry?
My entire working life has been spent working in the marine industry working on a range of vessels in a wide 
variety of roles.

What is the best part of being a marine surveyor?
I get to inspect a wide range of vessels providing clients with concise, practical and impartial advice in order 
to assist them in making an informed decision about a vessel.

What is the hardest part of being a marine surveyor?
Although heat, dirt and confined spaces are all part of the job, my love of boats and desire to ensure the 
safety of their passengers and crew makes these things bearable. I find that the hardest part of the job is 
establishing a “Fair Market Price” because at the end of the day the vessel is only worth what someone is 
willing to pay for it.
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What is the largest vessel you have ever surveyed?
70 meters (230 ft.).

What is the most expensive vessel you have ever surveyed?
+ 30,000,000 Euro

What do you do in your spare time?
Take the family out in our boat, go yacht racing and play with boats.

Where can an interested party find out more about the services provided by AMS?
Further details can be found on our website at www.ams-sea.com

How can a client contact you?
Anthony Gates
Marine Surveyor 
Andaman Maritime Services

+66 (0)81 893 9985

anthony@ams-sea.com

www.ams-sea.com




